
 

 

GAL DEM A TREND 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gal dem a model and a trend, Barrow Lipstick from 
you friend  
Donchez Lamercy!! 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Centre of the hallo, heels dem barrow 
Gal dem a trend for the friend dem follow 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
 
Catch me pan the beach gal a tell meh me boff 
Full moon is the view, boy youh know sayh meh 
nough 
Step up to the plate boy and do you macho thing 
Beat up youh chest man youh know youh a the king 
Gih meh sweet loving inspiration mek meh sing 
Muddle and a trend, gal ah youh a carry the swing 
Mona Lisa with the body and a whole lot of bling 
Queen bee with the honey, one taste you get a sting 
 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Centre of the hallo, heels dem barrow 
Gal dem a trend for the friend dem follow 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
 
Walk the walk gal, Talk the talk, 
 Bump and grine gal, Buss a little wine 
Main course done gal come get your desert 
Workup you body gal mek you booty turk 
Gal a weh you want me got the full magazine 
Sit down on you throne gal know you are the queen 
Model and a trend, Mercedes Benz 
Instgram facebook and a whole lot of friends   
 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Centre of the hallo, heels dem barrow 
Gal dem a trend for the friend dem follow 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
 
Catch me pan the beach gal a tell meh me boff 
Full moon is the view, boy youh know sayh meh 
nough 
Step up to the plate boy and do you macho thing 
Beat up youh chest man youh know youh a the king 
Gih meh sweet loving inspiration mek meh sing 
Muddle and a trend, gal ah youh a carry the swing 
Mona Lisa with the body and a whole lot of bling 
Queen bee with the honey, one taste you get a sting 
 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 
Centre of the hallo, heels dem barrow 
Gal dem a trend for the friend dem follow 
Eye shadow, lipstick barrow  
Gal dem a trend, for the friend dem follow 

 


